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GOLD! GOLD !  LONDON WINS 2012 OLYMPICS

GOLD !  HWCC RIDER PAUL MACE GETS GOLD IN THE ETAPE

GOLD ! HWCC RIDER DAVE JOHNSON BREAKS NATIONAL RECORD

PAUL MACE SUFFERING UP THE

COL D’AUBISQUE IN A 39 X 21 !



DIARY OF YOUR LIFE

CLUB EVENTS

Wednesday evenings are club nights at West
Wycombe Village Hall.   A chance to chat, catch up or
slag off, everybody welcome!

SUNDAY CLUB RUNS & RELIABILITY TRIALS

Meet in High Wycombe High Street at 9am on Sunday
mornings.  ALL welcome members and non-members
alike.
See the page in The Sprocket for more details.

OTHER EVENTS

Road Races
We have various riders in the club racing in all
categories of road race.  Join the team!
See http://www.britishcycling.org.uk/calendar/2005/
road_aug.html for a full calendar

Mountain Bike Racing
Regular runs from Cycle Care’s High WYcombe shop
on Sundays and see Bren for Wednesday evening
details.

Cyclosport Rides
Fancy something longer?
Many HWCC riders are
participating in various
events across the
country that take
you on 100+ mile
rides, for fun!

See Chippo for details.

RAGGY
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CRY BABY CHIPO

EDITOR’S PAGE

Saddle Safari
 Crown Lane, Off Spittal
Street, Marlow SL7 3HL.

Tel 01628 477020.
www.saddlesafari.co.uk ‘The Coffee Tree’  Cafe

11 George Street, Aylesbury, Bucks. HP20 2HU
Tel: 01296 482708 Fax: 01296 339425 -
Email : beans@hillandvalleycoffee.co.uk

INTERNATIONAL
UCI Pro Tour  Check out Eurosport for schedules

03.08.05 10.08.05  Tour of Benelux
13.08.05 13.05.05  Classica SanSebastian
15.08.05  23.05.05  Tour of Germany
27.08.05  18.09.05  Vuelta a Espana
28.08.05  28.08.05  GP Ouest France
12.09.005 18.09.05 Tour of Poland

High Wycombe Cycling Club Principle Officers
President : Gordon Wright
Chairman : Alan Hillier
General Secretary : Margaret Wright
Treasurer : Paul New
Editors : Neil Wragg & Paul Morrissey sprocket@highwycombecc.org

REMEMBER : YOU CAN FIND LOCAL
NEWS & RACE RESULTS EVERY WEEK
ON THE WEBSITE
http://www.highwycombecc.org

Wow a tough Etape, mainly down to the heat but it was
completed so Hooorah!  -ave it.

Some words of note though, if
your going to do a long
cyclosportive train for it early
otherwise you could end up
like 600 British Etape riders -
On the Broomwagon. The
club will be kicking off some
long 100 mile Club Runs in the
winter so if you have any plans
to ride a big event  then get in
the miles.
I cant stress that enough.

Heros of the Month (apart from
Lance) have to be Paul  ‘The
Legend’ Mace and Dave
Johnson’s  new National Record and gold medalists in the club,
what more can I say?
Top Notch chaps.

De Chippo

His name slips my mind right now but someone once said to me
“Hey, the Etape isn’t won in July.  It’s won in the winter, in the
snow in January”.
Well, he said something like that but it is funny how it applies to
cyclists no matter what their level is, whether you are aiming to
win an incredible seventh Tour or just complete one stage at your
own pace without peuking up on the Col d’Aubisque!
The Etape was a great experience and you’ll be able to read a
few accounts of those who acheived remarkable results and
surprised themselves.
Got any plans for next year?  If you want to do the Etape or the
Ardechoise (see Richard’s great account in last months mag) or
anything that will challenge you and give you a target to train for
then get in touch as you’ll find many like-minded souls in the
club.
Let us know what you are all getting up to this summer, we shall
be off to Wales in August for the Bike Wales ride.
Justification.  It’s the bane of every cyclist, eh?  “Hmm, I want
that new carbon bit but do I need it”!    Well that Silver medal I
got in the Etape amply gave me all the guilt free justification to
splash out on a complete new Campagnolo carbon Record
groupset, woohoo!
Thanks to Cycle Care for getting me all the lurverly titanium and
carbon sex toys.  I’ve just done 80 miles on the kit and it has
blown me away, silent precise shifting and it feels great.
It’s going to be a shame to have to get on that Shimano
equipped winter bike.                 Might have to emigrate.
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For those who missed it - our Margaret gets HWCC more  inches than Mike Gatting in the Bucks Free Press - Full Page !

All the Etape riders wish to thank our supporters:



INTRODUCING THE HIGH WYCOMBE CC MOUNTAINBIKE

RIDES BROUGHT TO YOU BY CYCLE CARE

Guidelines All riders must be self-sufficient
and wear a helmet

Sundays meet - 0900 at Cycle Care’s car
park (behind shop)
distance/time - 30-40 miles or
3-4 hrs. with a stop
(check with shop on Sat.
afternoons)

Social Rides For less experienced riders.
Possibly 1 Sunday/month,
depending on interest. Check
with the shop

EXCLUSIVE MEMBER’S OFFER

More members have found out for themselves how
their training can be greatly improved by purchasing
the new Suunto T6 heart rate monitor.
Subsequent to the recent presentation evening sev-
eral members have benefitted from the special offer
that your loyal Sprocket editors have secured with
Cycle Care in High Wycombe.

Quite literally the word out there is EPOC.  It will
change the way you train!

For further information from actual
users see Paul
Morrissey, Neil
Wragg, Dave
Roberts, Paul Smith
or a number of other
members who are
now seeing EPOC
make a change to
their fitness.
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If you have competed in a local race or
Time Trial, chances are you can purchase
a photo of yourself in similar pain to that
displayed above!
Fantastic photos of all the local action,
sorted by club into a massive database
taken by local based pro photographer,
Dennis Sackett. www.cyclingphotos.org.uk

Cyclingphotos.org.ukCyclingphotos.org.uk

COMPACT-DRIVE

CRANKSETS

After suffering up the
Aubisque with a 39 x 35
gear (I’m no Paul Mace) I
decided to give the new
Campag Compact chainset
a try.  You certainly dont
want to put a triple on
your road bike as that is
like putting a roof rack on
a Ferrari but the Compact
offers some lower gears without the weight penalty
and shame of a triple.
Think about it, what is the maximum speed you can
ride at in a tiny little granny ring?   It’s walking pace
isn’t it?  What does that say?  “You’re not fit enough,
come back later Sonny when you’ve done some
training”!
Remember, the Macester did the Aubsique in a
39x21,  granny ring = reverse gear!
The Centaur, Veloce and Mirage groups all get CT
compact cranksets for 2006. They may not have the
same drool factor as their Record and Chorus
counterparts, but they’re sure to be appreciated by
the budget-minded.
The forged aluminum cranksets are adorned with
specially designed rings meant to produce sure shifts
over the larger jump between small and large rings.
The large ring has eight strategically placed pins, up
from the six pins found on its predecessor, and is said
to shift 19 percent faster.
The new cranksets offer continuity within the three
groups they are assigned. The Centaur crankset is
available with rings of 34-50, 36-50, and 34-48;
Veloce and Mirage are available with 34-50 and 34-48.
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HELMET COMPULSION DEBATE

RAGES ON

The latest argument used by the pro-
compulsion lobby was announced last
month....
“The regular sight of Bikini-clad lady
spectators watching such events as
Le Tour and HWCC’s Tuesday
evening Time Trials is a distraction
just waiting to cause an accident.
Helmets must be compulsory wher-
ever there is a possibility of cleavage
at the side of the road.”

Perhaps blinkers would be better
suggestion.

BICESTER M ILLENIUM CC
TEAM T IME TRIAL

Not to be outdone by Team
CSC in the Tour, the High
Wycombe CC Amsphere
squad also managed a sec-
ond place at the Bicester
Millenium CC Team Time Trial
event last month.  Two teams
were entered from the club
with the second team finishing
in seventh.  The event is a real
test of teamwork and commu-
nication between the riders as
they are riding just inches
away from each other at
speeds around 30 mph.

10% DISCOUNT TO
MEMBERS !
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T h e
target I

had set myself was to finish the Etape and get at
least a Bronze Medal, arriving at the start line with
my HWWCC buddies certainly gave me loads of
motivation to achieve this but as you will read
below it was a journey to hell and back.

Getting up at 5am in the morning and
eating as much carb food ( croissants,
bread , bananas etc ) isn’t something any of us
do naturally but this is the agenda to be followed
when attempting an Etape plus  with having to
ride to the start 20k away it
was advisable to do so.
Riding to the start in the pitch
black on foreign roads was
interesting and kind of surreal
but it made sense as getting
the coach would have meant
hanging around and getting
cold so we all opted top ride
to the start as a team .
Arriving at the start was kind
of chaotic, thousands of
people on bikes, cars all over
the place organised bedlam
but the blood was up and the
excitement was welling up in
all of us .
Toilets , we all have a routine
which must be obeyed in the
morning , mind licked in
about 25 minutes before the
start so queuing up the LAV
at a big stage race was going
to have to happen , it seemed
to take forever as the queue
slowly went down and with 5
mins to go I managed to reach the platic porta
loo and released the mornings tension etc , so ,
point of note in future boys and girls , go before
you ride if you can , the plastic portaloo was
medieval and something I never want to see again
, what a stink.

Once we started rolling past the start the pace
picked up , again riders all over the place , cutting
up wheels , people dropping stuff all rubbish
cycling etiquette etc  but once you got passed all
this on the first climb ( col d ichere ) it started to
thin out and get sensible .
The first climb Col d ichere was a doodle and I
managed to fly up this fine without any real
trouble , the crowds where fantastic  ringing cow
bells and shouting support , superb . Then a nice
down hill  to the next
climb the Col de Marie
Blanc .

CHIPO’S
STORY

The Marie Blanc started well as Jon
Porter was at the ( start of ) bottom and
he handed me a water bottle , which ,
seeing as I had missed the first feed stop
, helped loads . This Climb I knew
would be hard and  it kept winding on
and on ,my glycogen stores got sapped
pretty badly on this climb.
Eating and drinking I have to say were
virtually impossible, I guess a mixture of
early start , nerves , heat and
excitement stopped the system from
wanting to eat and drink , on the whole
ride I only ate one power bar and a
banana , I managed to drink 4 Go 750ml
bottles and the rest of the time I
struggled to get down anything , water
being the only liquid I could down as all
the time from half way up the Marie
Blanc to the finish I felt sick in the
stomach and nauseas, sometning the
majority of HWCC riders felt also.
Near the top of the Marie Blanc I
bumped into a fellow HWCC rider Paul

new , like me he looked and felt like crap which as the day
went on got worse due to the 39c heat , also due to so
many riders faling off ?( changing gear to late ) near the
top we were all reduced to walking , it was like the m25 at
rush hour near Heathrow ,pure traffic congestion.
At the top of the Marie Blanc was a feed stop , so I grabbed
a bottle and headed down the decent , this was fantastic
as most of the riders on the congested part of the Marie
Blanc were all stopping for water so the decent was pretty
clear and glorious , 45mph down sweeping valley with
French spectators shouting  allez Chippo ( after me
shouting encouragement etc) was fantastic and very very
emotional as you felt like a tour rider , cmon

After the long sweep down the valley and doing some
great through and off work with the frenchies , germans
and aussies we headed into the dreaded Aubicque climb.



The next Col was
the Col d Soulor ,

I was dreading this as the other cols had been hell so I
couldn’t see this one being any easier, descending was
fantastic hitting superb speeds and going though 2 tunnels
( with not a great deal of visibility in them ) rounding the
corner of the last tunnel  you could see the summit of the
Solour , this climb was actually going to be easy as I slowly
swept up , beautiful with loads of crowds of people all
shouting encouragement at you , you felt like a god and
once you rounded the summit you headed down the
mountain into the valleys below.
Descending the mountain was unreal, im not the best
downhiller but I hit 46mph at one point so for me was flying,
a few dodgy moments as the European riders seemed to
be very hesitant on corners and on the way down I saw a
few nasty crashes but all I could think of was getting to the
end and bagging a medal for my little girl, weird how these
things can drive you on even when your at your total limit.

Down into the valley and it was supposed to be a nice flat
run into PAU it was not!!!! I flew along the valley with some
French and Kiwi guys , again through and off taking turns
on the front again we were looking good but then a 4th cat
climb loomed , I forget its name but it was terrible a long
drag which didn’t do me any good at all but I managed to
get over spinning like a hamster in a cage .Then after this
climb we had another long draggy climb , this seemed
worse than the last and riders were dropping all over the
place 20k to go and riders packing , Not me I was going to
finish this bastard !!!
The last 5 k was superb the French were fantastic and
because of the encouragement they gave me and water
they threw over me I will love them forever.
As we entered Pau the crowds got bigger, this is what it
must be like for the real Tour riders the motivation it gives
you is truly amazing , then the finish was in view but like
everything it was up bloody hill , thanks guys , what a kick
up the arse that was , so I slowly climbed up to the finish
line with a quick left and right turn to the actual real finish
, at this point I really was in my own world like the Aubusque
it was silence , I could see the crowds cheering I could see
the finish line but I could only really see one thing and that
was my daughter asking for her medal and had I won the
race …….. well for her I had and for myself I had gone to
hell and back in one day .

As I crossed the line my transponder bleeped and it was
removed from my leg and then I entered the reality and
the volume of the events around me came back on again
, I went off and grabbed my precious medal and clutched
it in my hand got my goody bag and found a place to lay
down , the world around was spinning i have never in
my life been though so much pain and emotion at the
same time this was an amazing feeling and event .
I just wanted to sleep and call my wife and daughters

Would I do it again – yes – why , I just don’t know
most likely so I can give my youngest
daughter a silver medal – hopefully – next
time .

My god was this the climb from hell, it dragged and
dragged up and up and its on this climb that my lack
of food and water intake really kicked in. I managed
to drink some Go on this climb but the way  I felt got
worse so I forced liquid down every 30 mins and put
up with the nausea.
This climb was terrible and the only thing that got me
to the top and the finish line was my youngest daughter
who I had promised a medal to when I got home. Its
amazing how the mind works as I was not going to let
myself or more importantly my daughter down I was
going to get to the top and I was going to finish this
ride so I guess my body kicked into painful fat burning
and I kept turning my legs.
As I got half way up the climb I again saw Paul New
again (HWCC) and focused on him until I caught him,
Paul like me was in a pretty awful state, when I look
back at it we had both clearly Bonked due to poor
water and food intake, either way we both motivated
each other and swore to reach the top of the climb ,
we rode together for a few kilometre’s and then lost
contact, such is the pain and focus of such a climb
like the Aubusique, all around you seemed silent, like
a movie with the sound muted, lots going on around
you, hundreds of riders, hundreds of spectators but no
sound, very eerie.
Then out of the blue a red car with a number on the to
17:29 mins  flashing in bright colours, it was the cut
off, all of a sudden the volume was back on, I could
hear everything again,I had to reach the top of the
Aubisque in 17 mins other wise I would have been
eliminated, no way, this wasn’t going to happen I
hadn’t come all this way, trained in the British ice and
rain and suffered so much to be eliminated here !!!
Plus the thought of not giving my beautiful daughter
the medal I had promised her gave me extra motivation
and energy ,so with eyes welling up I kicked into the
39 and just turned the pedals over and over until I
reached the
summit .
Looking like
death warmed
up, excellent, I
had bagged the
Col and the rest
would be easy,
again this was
a high emotion
moment  a l l  I
could think
about was my
daughter who
with out a
doubt had got
me this far,
next the feed
stop and got
two water
bottles and
chucked in
some Go
powder then
headed DOWN
the mountain . CRY BABY CHIPO

CHIPO’S
STORY
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XC mountainbike racing in High Wycombe

Summit Racing - 2005 MTB XC Race Series
Overall Results

Position Name Club Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 TOTAL

Male Experts
1st Paul Crook Anglia Sport 9 0 9 9 27
2nd Paul Lasenby Marin UK 10 0 10 0 20
3rd= John Hill-Venning Beyond Mountain Bikes 0 10 0 0 10
3rd= Luke Smith Marin UK 0 0 0 10 10
Male Masters
1st Paul Howard Mtn Trax/BOB/Gorrick 10 0 0 10 20
2nd Bren Divall Brixton Cycles 0 0 10 9 19
3rd Stuart Cook 0 10 0 0 10
Male Veterans
1st Kevin Holloway HWCC 8 9 8 10 35
2nd Clive Ely Gorrick/BOB MBC 9 0 9 18
3rd Kevin Lawley 0 0 7 9 16
MALE SPORT
1st Matt Steven Kinetic Racing/BCC 10    0 0 10 20
2nd Mark Sweatman C1XV 0    0 10     0             10
3rd= Colin Muir 0    0 0 9 9
3rd= James Norris HWCC 9 0    0 0             9
M/F Single-Speed
1st Sam Knight HWCC 10 0 10 10 30
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The Summit Series Season...
By Organiser Bren Divall

Summit Racing held a series of XC mountainbike races this summer on their new course at Deangarden Wood.
This is next to the Wycombe Summit, who not only gave permission for the venue to be used, but also allowed a pack of
muddy mountainbikers to take over their car park & later, their bar. We even used the car park as the starting grid!

There were 4 races, and after a new piece of track was built after the first round, the course remained unchanged. It
featured 2 climbs totalling 100m, 2 descents, one a smooth track that saw riders in excess of 30mph+ and the other
technical with its loose & off-camber surface, as well as loads of fast singletrack that made up the remainder of the 21/2
miles. The course received universal praise, despite it being only my  second attempt at course building.

Numbers  were lower than expected, though this could be put down to unseasonal rain for two of the events.
Unfortunately, local support was also disappointing, including HWCC riders. They averaged just 3 riders per race. Maybe
if  we made local results count  towards the club mountainbike trophy that might help. Two HWCC riders who shone
though were Kevin Holloway & Sam Knight, who won the Vets & Single-Speed categories respectively. Thanks also go
out to club members Harry Henley, Brian Murphy, Phil Crouch, Dave Johnson, Neil Wragg, Paul Morrissey & Simon
Winfield for marshalling at various rounds.

As many entrants were people we’d never seen at races before, and these riders seem to like team relay races such as
Mountain Mayhem & Sleepless In The Saddle, we’ve decided to have a go at moving the mountain to Mohamed by
organising our very own bit of mini mayhem. (Some might say round 2 in the mud was that.) On August 24th there will be
a team relay race, starting at 7pm & finishing at 9. Teams may be of 2, 3, or 4 riders, in 1 of 4 categories - all male, all
female, mixed (at least 1 member of each sex) or family (at least one member aged 10-16). It would be good to see
HWCC making their presence felt at this event, and reminding everyone that they are the local cycling club. As usual the
bar will be open for food & drink both during & after the event, when prize giving for the series will be done.

Summit Racing’s virtual presence remains at http://uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/SummitRacing/ where there are full
results of all the rounds.

Contact Bren at the club for more information and to help out and make this event even more popular in the future!
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Saddle Safari, Crown Lane, Off Spittal Street, Marlow, Buckinghamshire, SL7 3HL.

Telephone/Fax 01628 477020.   http://ww.saddlesafari.co.uk

C H I P P O S

G R O A N

CORNER

Hey , it’s hot
here on the
Beach, I’m up to my neck in girls and got
sand under my feet, life could not be better.
So you want me to keep writing a monthly
piece on Cycling for you,  well, now I’m
not riding I can offer up a beach towel view
on the scene and its developments and
Gossip.

So, the Tour De France.  In my opinion, it
so over rated.  If it  wasn’t for Lance the
whole thing would  not even be news
worthy, so the French owe Lance a lot (so
stop spitting and swearing at him going up
the alps, suckers). This year my friend
Lance got for Number  Seven.  Why?  I
ask myself, why do this, you dont need
any of it Big Tex?   Why all the pain and for
what????  The other guys  will be attacking
all over the place, that’s all they can do,
they have to attack and all he has  to do is
pull the breaks back, hardly a glorious
victory.  If it does pan out that  way, mind
you  the opening time trial caused a few
shake ups, riding past Jan must have been
amazing.

Podium Girls , now thats worth talking
about, this year we have a couple of
beauties on the table , what more of an
incentive do you need to get a podium
place , i mean look at Hincapie , he even
married one , need i say more!!!!
This year i spent much more quality time
chatting to the often neglected side of the
sport ,and focus on the people who really
give us something , The Podium girls work
long hours and having to smile almost
constantly , this alone is similiar to our
sport as in the endurance needed to hold
such long grins . Myself ,i  offerd advice
and when required massaged any areas
requiring soothing for these tired beauties
, this im sure  increased the blood flow
and assisted in the podum girls getting
through the tour etc etc.
This years Tour didnt see Lance get beaten
, Did  you seen the opposition Ullrich
looked skinny and Vino was after a new
contract so was flying  and doing stupid
arttacks and Cadel Evans the man one for

the future  .

CHIPO

sprocket@highwycombecc.org

DAVE JOHNSON BREAKS NATIONAL RECORD

Last month Dave Johnson, together with Ralph Dadswell, broke
the National Tandem Trike 24 Hour record.

The record  was previously held by Colin Knapp and Paul Tyler
(Middridge CC) who held the record at 428.94 miles set in 1999.

They  covered the first 100 miles in 4hours  25 minutes 58second
and as they went through the night they reached  the halfway point
having covered 250.43 miles and well on target for a substantial
beating of the existing record.   Fatigue gradually set in during the
second half as lack of sleep also played it part,   but they went on to
cover the   24 hours with a massive distance of 465.87 miles adding
an incredible  37 miles to the previous record.

FOR PHOTOS FROM MOST OF BRITISH CYCLING NATIONAL

EVENTS TAKE A LOOK AT WWW.KIMROYPHOTOGRAPHY.CO.UK



TRISH’S STORY

Back in October 2004, when there started to be some talk amongst Wycombe
riders about doing the 2005 Etape, it all seemed a great idea – 10 months to
train, a group of 8 of us having a short holiday together in France, and the chance to cycle one of
the Tour’s routes.  Perhaps I was naïve, but no-one told me about broom wagons, elimination zones, 4am starts or the heat!

The journey over to Pau was long, tiring and hot – and that didn’t involve any cycling!  We endured a 26 hr non-stop coach
journey which proved particularly uncomfortable for those guys over 6 foot tall who could hardly physically fit on the coach’s
seats, let alone try to sleep on them during the journey.  At last, a benefit for me of being short!  I managed to sleep quite well
– partly because I’d only just come back from a trip to the USA the previous day so had some sleep to catch up on from that,
and because I decided to get some sleep on the floor of the coach (so the 6ft guy I was sitting next to could stretch his legs
out too).  We had hoped to go out for a short spin on the day (Saturday) when we arrived, but arriving at 5pm didn’t give us time
for that – we just assembled our bikes and found a local restaurant at which to eat pasta and relax.

Sunday was preparation day.   At the Start Village, we each had to register and collect our transponders to wear on the
following day.  We were also given some freebies – the sunhat proved to be the most useful item that day!  Wandering around,
there were a few trade stands advertising bike frames, energy products, kit etc, but I didn’t pay too much attention to these (I’m
not a big fan of looking at bike products in the UK, let alone in 30degrees+ heat the day before a big race!).  I briefly met up with
another lady I knew from Reading CC – and she gaily told me that of the 8500 riders taking part, there were less than 250
women – gulp!  We were both nervous about the elimination zone – a point 95km into the ride (& after the dreaded Col de Marie
Blanque) which we had to reach 5 hours after starting.  I’d read an article on a UK Etape site which said that this would be a
difficult target to meet (given the climbing needed before it) so my main target was to reach that position in time.

Race day itself started with a 4am alarm call.  I looked
outside the window – but it was still pitch black making it
hard to see what the weather was going to be for the day.
But trusting the forecasts of warm weather, I decided to
leave my waterproof behind (the prospect of carrying any
additional unnecessary weight was not appealing!).  I
started to eat various food that I’d bought over with me –
malt loaf, sponge cake, bananas - trying to stock up whilst
I could.  We also grabbed a quick breakfast at the hotel,
before leaving there at 4.45am.  There were some coaches
that were ferrying people over to the start – but this would
have meant us leaving our bikes at the Start village the
day before, in an unsecured location.  It would also have
meant a big bun fight trying to get bikes out the next day.
So we’d decided that the additional mileage was a better
option.  We hadn’t been warned about the fact that it would
be pitch black with no street lights for part of the way!
Fortunately, the cars took pity on us, and none of them
blared the horns at us (& the local gendarmes didn’t stop
to tell us off either).  One of the worst moments was hearing
a crunching sound – then discovering we’d all cycled over
some broken glass.  Tyres were rapidly checked and
cleaned and everyone escaped unscathed.

Arriving at the Start Village, there was an amazing
atmosphere as 8500 riders assembled in their various start
positions.  We arrived at about 6.15am, 45 mins before the
official start time.  This seemed to be a good time to arrive,
as we were about ¼ of the way from the start of our pen.  An
individual’s time is dependent on what time they cross the
start line, but the less traffic in front of you enables you to
get a clearer run – particularly important on the climbs.
Whilst waiting at the start, I had a few people give my bike
a few odd looks – I’d taped my energy drink powder (in
sandwich bags) to various parts of my bike and I looked like
a mobile drugs baron! Dave J had previously advised me
that I should drink at least 1l of energy drink an hour – so
preparing to be on the bike for 8-9 hours, that was 8 portions
of energy drink I needed to carry!  Some of the local riders
seemed to hardly be carrying anything – 1, maybe 2, bottles,
and just 1 energy bar.  I suppose they would pick things up
at the feed stations, but not being 100% sure about what
would be at these (& whether my body would like it!), I wanted
to make sure that I was as self-sufficient as possible.

The countdown to 7am was a nervous one, and a couple of
minutes later, our pen of riders started to make its way
through to the start.

10

There was a small bottleneck just
before the official startline, then
once over, we were off.  Paul New,
Cipo and myself had talked about
staying together for as long as
possible, but even as we
approached the start line, I’d lost
sight of them with the crowds.  The
start was great fun – it was a faster
pace than I’d expected, but the
roads were relatively clear and it
was easy to jump on people’s
wheels, then move to other’s,
gradually working my way up
through the people.  I was grateful
for my road race experience at this
point, of riding in a bunch, and
working your way up through it (&
safely!).  I was surprised at the
number of riders that were already
off their bikes, having pee stops
and mending punctures.  (Apart

from not reaching the Elimination Zone in time, my second
great fear was getting a puncture or mechanical that might
take me ages to repair!  Whilst riding, I was preparing my French
sentences to try and persuade any bystanders to help me!).

The first ascent of the Col d’Ichere wasn’t too bad – a 5km
climb of about 6-7%.  I quite enjoyed this climb as I got into
quite a good rhythm.  A number of men passed me – but that
was fine, because I knew there were a lot of fast men that
would have started behind me, and I wanted to make sure that
I wasn’t pushing myself too hard too early in the race.  At the
top was the first refreshment point.  This was surprisingly quiet
– I think some riders were missing this one out, and I was
relatively near the front of the group, so I had a clear way to
pick up water and a banana.  I had considered missing this
stop, but didn’t want to run any risks of dehydrating during the
day so decided to take the cautious option and refuel. Then it
was back on to the bike for the remaining descent.
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Saddle Safari, Crown Lane, Off Spittal Street, Marlow, Buckinghamshire, SL7 3HL.
Telephone/Fax 01628 477020.   http://ww.saddlesafari.co.uk

A few kilometres later, the ascent of the Marie Blanque began.  I
was not looking forward to this climb, as many of the articles I’d
read about the Etape, suggested that this was the hardest part of
the route – and this was before my Elimination zone target.  It
starts off fairly innocuously at 4-5%, but with about 4km to go, the
gradient increases to 11%, then steadily climbs to 12 and 13%.
Unlike most slopes which have a gentler section amongst the
steep parts, or a corner to gently turn on, the Marie Blanque
seemed to be relentless – which psychologically makes it hard
too.  I’d also made the mistake of reading an article in Cycling
Weekly, just that week, from a female rider who’d ridden up this
Col as part of a Golden Bike race – and she’d had few good words
to say about it (she’d had to get off the bike at one point to cool
her feet down in a nearby stream).  But the knowledge that the
climb was “only” 4km was a great motivation.  People were getting
off their bikes even before the 4km sign, but I was determined to
try and stay on my bike – albeit in my lowest gear and only going
slightly faster than walking pace.

On the flat between the Marie Blanque and Aubisque, I had time
to really appreciate the supporting aspects of the Etape - closed
roads and the supporters.  Gendarmes lined the route at every
junction to ensure no stray vehicles came on to the course.  There
were some motorbikes on route carrying first aiders, photographers
and mavics.   As for the supporters, they were magnificent.  They
lined the route in all areas – up hills, down hills, on the flats – and
they all cheered everyone that came through.
They were particularly supportive of us ladies – as soon as they
noticed a woman shouts of “Allez la fille!” (“Go Girl”) could clearly
be heard.  I really appreciated that, because I knew they were
cheering for me specifically.  I also heard some English shouts of
“Go High Wycombe” and I was glad for wearing my distinctive
club top.
So then on to the Aubisque.  As I’ve previously said, the Marie
Blanque had always been the Col to gain the warnings in the
English pre-race articles, but the Aubisque was definitely the
harder of the two.  I’d been mentally prepared for the long climb
of 17km but the physical challenge was tough.  The gradient at
the bottom was 4-5% and I settled into a nice rhythm, overtaking
a number of riders.  However, after 6km, the gradient increased
to 8-9% and there it stayed for the next 11km.  Passing the
“11km to go” sign was fairly depressing when you look at your
speedo and realise that you’re only doing 8kph so over an hour
of climbing to go!  The heat was very intense – someone said
later it was over 35degrees, and there were no trees to seek
shade under.  There were 2 tunnels on the climb and a number
of riders (including myself) stopped under there for a few minutes
to have a short break.  I also tried to eat at this point – whilst
climbing I could drink fluids, but was having problems eating
(more effort to eat than to drink!)  I lost count of the number of
riders that over took me – but only one girl did (& I overtook
some others!).  My main objective, though, was my own survival,
not worry about other people beating me, so I didn’t try to change
my pace.

All around me, people were collapsing off their bikes – some with
cramp, some overcome by heat, and some just not fit enough for
this type of climb.   As we neared the summit, I found some new
energy and took the pace up, overtaking riders again – always
good to do when there are lots of people watching and cheering!

I’m told the view from the top was great –
but I didn’t stop to look.   Looking at my
clock, I realised that there was a small
chance I could gain a silver medal so any

thoughts of looking at views and even loo stops,
quickly went out of the window.  Knowing that the major
climbs were out of the way, I knew I could push harder for
the remainder of the race – only 40km!  So on the descent,
my brakes were eased off a little although I was still quite
cautious – there were some big drops on the left hand
side, and I had already seen other riders that had fallen off
at the side of the road.   When some faster riders joined
us, then broke away, I jumped across to sit with them.  A
little while later, they started to slow down, so I pulled out
and overtook them to push the pace up.  Some of the
guys came with me, and we worked our way up to another
group of riders. I had really found my momentum and was
attacking this last part of the ride.  One guy could see that

I was trying hard, and
told me to sit on his
wheel – but then I
overtook him, and he
couldn’t stay with me
(perhaps there really
had been drugs in my
last sachet of energy
powder?!)  With 1 km
to go, I knew my timing
was very tight for the
silver medal.  Just as
we entered Pau, there
was a 300m hill to the
actual finish line – I
hear some people
physically cried when
they saw it.

Passing over the finish
line, I still wasn’t sure

whether I’d been quick enough to make the silver medal –
the clock at the side of the line records the time from the
7am start, rather than specific to when an individual crosses
the line.  I’d either just got it or just missed it.  But either
way, I was delighted to just have finished.
The event had been worth it – riding the Etape with all
those riders and supporters was a fantastic experience
which, perhaps, I will try again another year….
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DR Heindrich
Morrissey

THE OVERTRAINING SYNDROME

It is no secret among athletes that in order to improve
performance you’ve got to work hard. However, hard training
breaks you down and makes you weaker.  It is rest (thats not
sitting on your arse by the way) that makes you stronger.
Physiologic improvement in sports only occurs during the rest
period following hard training. This adaptation is in response to
maximal loading of the cardiovascular and muscular systems
and is accomplished by improving efficiency of the heart,
increasing capillaries in the muscles, and increasing glycogen
stores and mitochondrial enzyme systems within the muscle
cells.

During recovery periods these systems build to greater levels
to compensate for the stress that you have applied. The result
is that you are now at a higher level of performance. However if
sufficient rest is not included in a training program then
regeneration cannot occur and performance plateaus. If this
imbalance between excess training and inadequate rest persists
then performance will decline. Overtraining can best be defined
as the state where the athlete has been repeatedly stressed
by training to the point where rest is no longer adequate to
allow for recovery.  The “overtraining  syndrome” is the name
given to the collection of emotional, behavioral, and physical
symptoms due to overtraining that has persisted for weeks to
months. Athletes and coaches also know it as “burnout” or
“staleness ” (yep, you know who you are) . This is different
from the day to day variation in performance and post exercise
tiredness that is common in conditioned athletes.  Overtraining
is marked by cumulative exhaustion that persists even after
recovery periods.
The most common symptom is fatigue. This may limit workouts
and may be present at rest. The athlete may also become
moody, easily irritated, edgy , irrational and have altered sleep
patterns, become depressed (and hate the sport they are
training in and for )  or lose the competitive desire and
enthusiasm for the sport  (umm).  Some will report decreased
appetite and weight loss or weight gain.  Physical symptoms
include persistent muscular soreness, increased frequency of
viral illnesses, and increased incidence of injuries which are
hard to diagnose let alone cure .

There have been several clinical studies done on athletes with
the overtraining syndrome.  Exercise physiologic,
psychological, and biochemical laboratory testing have been
done. Findings in these studies have shown decreased
performance in exercise testing, decreased mood state, and,
in some, increased cortisol levels — the
body’s “stress” hormone.  A decrease
in testosterone, altered immune status,
and an increase in muscular break down
products have also been identified.
Medically, the overtraining syndrome is
classified as a neuro-endocrine disorder
(worth a sick note that one). The normal
fine balance in the interaction between
the autonomic nervous system and the
hormonal system is disturbed and

athletic “jet lag” results.

The only real treatment for the overtraining syndrome is
rest. The longer the overtraining has occurred, the more
rest required. Therefore, early detection is very important.
If the overtraining has only occurred for a short period of
time (e.g., 3 - 4 weeks) then interrupting training for 3 - 5

days is
u s u a l l y
sufficient rest
but depends
on the
individual as
this isnt  a
clear science
yet . After this,
workouts can
be resumed
on an
alternate day
basis.

Constantly updated results
and news from all the races
that High Wycombe riders
have competed in are
available on the website.

www.highwycombecc.org

The body now has a decreased
ability to repair itself during rest.
Heaping more workouts onto this unbalanced system only
worsens the situation. Additional stress in the form of
difficulties at work or personal life also contributes. It
appears that there are two forms of the syndrome.
The sympathetic form is more common in sprint type sports
and the parasympathetic form is more common in endurance
sports. The results from various measurements taken during
exercise physiologic testing differ between the two forms,
but decreased overall performance and increased perceived
fatigue are similar.
In the parasympathetic form there may be a lower heart
rate for a given workload.  Athletes training with a heart rate
monitor may notice that they cannot sustain the workout
at their usual “set point.”.  Fatigue takes over and
prematurely terminates the workout. Regulation of glucose
can become altered and the athlete may experience
symptoms of hypoglycemia during exercise.  I won’t
comment on all of the differences between the two forms,
but one example is resting heart rate. In the sympathetic
form, the resting heart rate is elevated. In the
parasympathetic form, however, the resting heart rate is
decreased. If this sounds confusing, then you are not alone.
There is very little agreement in the literature about abnormal
laboratory findings. Additionally, it is possible to have the
overtraining syndrome, but have completely normal physical
findings and biochemical tests. At this point, there is no
single test that will confirm the presence of overtraining.
The overtraining syndrome should be considered in any
athlete who manifests symptoms of prolonged fatigue and
performance that has leveled off or decreased. It is important
to exclude any underlying illness that may be responsible
for the fatigue.
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THE OVERTRAINING SYNDROME (CONT.)

The intensity of the training can be maintained but the total
volume must be lower. It is important that the factors that lead
to overtraining be identified and corrected. Otherwise, the
overtraining syndrome is likely to recur. The alternate day
recovery period is continued for a few  weeks and then an
increase in volume is permitted. In more severe cases, the
training program may have to be interrupted for weeks, and it
may take months to recover. An alternate form of exercise can
be substituted to help prevent the exercise withdrawal
syndrome.
All of the medical studies and advice on overtraining have involved
single sport athletes. For triathletes and other multi-sport
athletes the recovery process may be different depending on
the circumstances.  If it can be identified that the overtraining
has occurred in only one discipline, then resting that discipline
along with significant decreases in the other sports can bring
about full recovery.
It is vitally important not to suddenly substitute more workouts
in one sport in an attempt to compensate for rest in another.
The athlete that does this will not heal the overtraining, but will
drive him or herself deeper into a hole.
Overtraining affects both peripheral and central mechanisms in
the body. Resting from overtraining on the bicycle by swimming
more will help a pair of fatigued quadriceps, but to the heart,
pituitary, and adrenals, stress is stress. As with almost
everything else health related, prevention is the key. Well-
balanced gradual increases in training are recommended. A
training schedule design called periodisation varies the training
load in cycles with built in mandatory rest phases.
During the high workload phase, the athlete alternates between
high intensity interval work and low intensity endurance work .
This approach is used by a number of elite athletes in many
sports. A training log is the best method to monitor progress.
In addition to keeping track of distance and intensity, the athlete
can record the resting morning heart rate, weight, general health,
how the workout felt, and levels of muscular soreness and
fatigue. The latter two can be scored on a 10 point scale.

Significant, progressive changes in any of these parameters
may signal overtraining. Avoiding monotonous training and
maintaining adequate nutrition are other recommendations for
prevention. Vigorous exercise during the incubation period of a
viral illness may increase the duration and severity of that illness.
Athletes who feel as if they are developing a cold should rest or
reduce the training schedule for a few days.
In conclusion, the prevailing wisdom is that it is better to be
undertrained than overtrained. Rest is a vital part of any athlete’s
training. There is considerable evidence that reduced training
(same intensity, lower volume) for up to 21 days will not decrease

performance. A well-planned training
program involves as much art as
science and should allow for flexibility.
Early warning signs of overtraining
should be heeded and schedule
adjustments made accordingly. Smart
training is the path to faster times and
good health so dont be a stroppy bad
tempered sod and REST..
De Chippo
Copyright©1998 Mark
Jenkins, MD
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100 MILE TIME TRIALS - ARE THEY MAD?

Perhaps but successfully mad.  Steve Golla and
Dave Johnson both scored top twenty placings in
the recent National 100 mile Time Trial Champi-
onships.
The title race was held    over a tough hilly course
in Hampshire.  In    his first ever 100 mile time trial
Steve Golla clocked  4.17.25  to take an excellent
18 th place. Unfortunately Dave  Johnson
encountered a bike problem during the ride and
was forced to stop to  correct the fault  which cost
him  some  10 minutes, but he still   finished in 20th

place with a time of 4.18.46.

Trish Hicks also recorded a personal best
performance at 100 miles when she knocked
5mins.31secs. from her previous best time. Trish
was competing in the Shropshire & West Cheshire
100 mile race which   was a counting event in the
season long - National Sporting Courses Series.
Given the uncompromisingly undulating terrain of
the course the  Wycombe  ladies champion
performed remarkably very well to  record  5hrs.
17mins.40secs.

Super-aggressive Alexandre Vinokourov, 31, can’t stand the
lack of T-Mobile support anymore and has left Jan Ullrich’s
team for the Spanish outfit, Liberty Seguros, signing a 3-
year contract.
Vino won two stages and finished fifth overall in the just-
concluded Tour. A better placing may have been possible if
his attacks weren’t chased down by his own teammates.
Vino’s goal is to win the Tour, and Liberty Seguros gives
him that chance. It sets up a classic showdown with Ullrich
in 2006. With Ivan Basso (CSC) in the mix and Lance
Armstrong watching on TV, the next Tour shapes up as wide
open. Can’t wait!
______________________________________
Aussie Women Recovering
The July 18 accident that killed one Australian national team
woman and put 5 others in the hospital is being called the
worst training tragedy ever for an elite group of cyclists. The
women were on a pre-race “leg stretcher” in Germany when
a young driver lost control of her car and hit them head-on.
Amy Gillette, 29, died at the scene. But there is better news
for survivors. Two of the most seriously injured have been
taken off heavy sedation and are conscious again. Louise
Yaxley, 23, woke up on Saturday (5 days after the accident)
and Alexis Rhodes, 20, came to a day later. Both riders are
still immobilized and face further surgery as part of a long
recovery process, according to cyclingnews.com.
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The latest from our European based Pro -
Karl Freeman....

KARL’S DIARY 2005  JUNE/JULY

Things have been going much better for me now. I now
have 15 top 10 results, but still lack a win. I have been
regularly in the break for the nocturnes and wining some
nice primes.

I did a stage race the other week.  The stage race didn’t
go to well for me.  I think the heat didn’t really help things
for me.  The first stage the average temperature was 32oc
average and max 42oc, it got even worst the second day
35oc average max 43oc.  It was so hot the tar on the road
started to melt in places.  The one thing I did get was a
really good tan.  I just have to work at getting ride of the
tan lines as these aren’t cool!  My feet at the end of every

stage felt like they were going to explode, they were hurting more than my legs.  I decided to use the stage race as training
as I missed the break the first day and could tell my form wasn’t on fire, just my feet.

The week after the stage race in a nocturne I did my best race this year a 100km race at Locmine.  I attacked on the second
lap and was in a group of 4 for the whole race.  It was a good break as we shared all the primes.  I came 3rd, I struggled a
bit near the end as two from the group were in the same team.  I was in good company in the group there was the recent
Brittany champion who is turning pro the end of this year and two good riders from VC Lorient.

Because I have been racing some much the last four weeks I haven’t really done any training all I do is one hour rides
between races.  Most weeks I have been racing three or four times a week.  I dropped of Richard Whitehorn a team mate
at St Marlo last Tuesday to do the national road race.  Whilst at the coast I took the opportunity to spend the day at the
beach.  It was a super day about 28oc I even went in swimming to cool down.  I tried to get ride of my tan lines but I think
I would have to spend two weeks on the beach to get rid of them.

I had an embarrassing moment on my track bike.  I won the points race at a track meeting then on my warm down lap fell
off.  I was speaking to some riders and rode too slow on the banking and clipped my pedal and fell off.  I ripped my new bar
tape and had one foot stuck in my pedal so had to wait until someone pick me up.

For the next three weeks I have a lot of races to do, towards the end of July I’m going to take a week off my bike.  I’m looking
forward to doing some more nocturnes and also the long road races we do.  I will need this break just to recover and keep
my form going.
Karl rides for VC Pontivy and is based in Brittany, France

HARD TO GET THIN

There is a popular misconception that in order to lose weight that is fat, one needs to ride slowly at a low aerobic training
pace.
It is true that a greater percentage of the calories burned during exercise at lower intensities comes from fat. However, fat
calories are also burned during resting or basal metabolic activities.
If your training time is limited, you will lose about as much fat by riding at a higher intensity. Further, high-intensity training
stimulates the body to burn more fat after exercise is ended, and it also gets you into better shape.
In order for you to lose weight, your net daily caloric expenditure must exceed your intake. To lose one pound of fat, you have
to have a deficit of 3,500 calories. Therefore, in order to lose one pound a week, you have to use 500 more calories daily than
you take in.
A relevant diet question is this: Do those calories come at the expense of glycogen [primary muscle fuel] or fat stores?
If you have relatively unlimited time, a day with a four-hour low-intensity ride will burn the same number of calories as a day
with a two-hour high-intensity ride: 3,000 total calories (2,000 calories for the activity and 1,000 calories for basal metabolism).
If you do this every day of the week, and if you ingest just 2,500 calories, the deficit of 500 calories will contribute to an
average weight loss of one pound a week.

A 2,500-calorie diet that is 65% carbohydrate will provide 1,625 calories toward glycogen replacement. A 40% carbohydrate
diet will provide only 1,000 calories of carbohydrate.
If you eat a high-carbohydrate diet, you will be able to better replace your glycogen, and you will be able to train day after
day. If you do not, your glycogen tank will not be filled. After a few days you won’t be able to train at as high an intensity level,
and you’ll run out of high-performance energy — glycogen. You will have to train more slowly and longer to lose as much fat.
The moral is this: if your time is limited, within the limits of your overall training program, ride hard and eat a high-carbohydrate
diet.



CLUB RUNS LIST
May to August 2005

Meeting at Guild Hall in High Wycombe High Street at 9.00 leaving 9.10

Date Coffee stop Leader
May
Sunday 8th Benson Riverside Cafe
Sunday 15th Winslow Jenny Wren Cafe Jonathan Smith
Sunday 22nd Marsworth Blue Bell tea rooms T.B.A.
Sunday 29th Saville Gardens Windsor T.B.A.
June
Sunday 5th Aldbury Tea Rooms Tony Pennell
Sunday 12th Chipperfield Garden Centre T.B.A.
Sunday 19th Dinton Pasture Tea Cosy Café Barry Roubaix
Sunday 26th Waterperry Garden Centre T.B.A.
July
Sunday 3rd Dunstable Gliding Club T.B.A.
Sunday 10th Benson Riverside Cafe T.B.A.
Sunday 17th Dinton Pasture Tea Cosy Café Barry Roubaix
Sunday 24th Winslow Jenny Wren Cafe T.B.A.
Sunday 31st Tring Garden Centre T.B.A.
August
Sunday 7th Saville Gardens Windsor T.B.A.
Sunday 14th Waddesdon Garden Centre T.B.A.
Sunday 21st Waterperry Garden Centre T.B.A.
Sunday 28th Aldbury Tea Rooms T.B.A.

Club run speed is 15-17mph and we re-group at the top of hills, all other times we ride as a close group
and consider all riders abilities.

Leaders: please have a backstop / sweeper rider.
Please note coffee stops destinations can change on the day due to weather conditions and the number
of riders.

Please volunteer to lead a club run, even if you are unsure of a route there will always be someone on
hand to help.

I am always looking for new café stops, if you know of
any please advise me.

Club Captain Jonathan Smith
01628 474101

10% DISCOUNT TO
MEMBERS !
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GET OUT AND RIDE - YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED
Whilst forecasting the weather remains an inexact science. There are higher probabilities of certain weather types across the UK
at certain periods of the year.   This table shows the typically expected weather pattern and the liklihood of getting it this year.
31 Jul 8 Aug  Confidence 50%
A potentially thundery period of the year but this is the period where the hottest day of the year is likely to occur.

16 Aug 30 Aug Confidence 67%
Summer starts to fade as the first of the Autumn storms arrives bringing cooler, unsettled weather to many  areas, high pressure
may hang on in the South for a while longer.

1 Sep 17 Sep Confidence 87%
The ‘Old Wives Summer’ begins as high pressure crosses the UK en route to Siberia bringing a period of 3 or 4 fine days
followed by showers.

18 Sep 24 Sep Confidence 67%
The Atlantic starts to return more Autumn storms during this period, the period around 23rd/24th is liable to  gales.
5 Oct 12 Oct Confidence 67%
Again, a wet and windy period of the year bringing more Autumn gales to the UK.

16 Oct 20 Oct Confidence 67%
A traditionally settled period as high pressure builds and crosses the UK.

24 Oct 13 Nov Confidence 100%
This period is known as the ‘Autumn Rains or Continental Trains’ as the period starts wet and windy with gales from 26th-29th

however high pressure sometimes builds from the East on the 30th.

14 Nov 24 Nov Confidence  65%
A traditionally settled period as high pressure settles over the UK bringing quiet, foggy weather to the UK.

25 Nov 10 Dec Confidence 98%
A wet and windy period of the year usually as cyclonic systems move in from the Atlantic, the two most  stormy periods are 25th -
29th November and 6th - 12th December.

18 Dec 24 Dec Confidence 56%
The pre-Christmas period brings the winter solstice and also a traditionally quiet and frosty period of the year as high pressure
dominates the weather. Gales still possible in Northern areas.

25 Dec 31 Dec Confidence 83%
One of the most traditional periods of the year where in many years the Atlantic brings gales and heavy rain/sleet or snow back to
the UK during the festive week.
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2005 Etape Du Tour Monday July 11th  Mourenx - Pau 180.5 kms
High Wycombe CC Finishers

Name Time Overall Overall Category Category
Placing Position% Placing Position% Medal

MACE PAUL 06h 06' 19"   234   3%   178 10% Gold (29.5 km/h  18.3 mph)
WRAGG NEIL 06h 52' 39"  1313 17%   417 23% Silver (26.2 km/h  16.3 mph)
NICHOLLS CLIVE 07h 30’43"  2710 34%   805 44% Bronze (24.0 km/h  15.0 mph)
HICKS PATRICIA 08h 19' 25"  4564 58%    23 48% Silver (21.7 km/h  13.4 mph)
MORRISSEY PAUL 09h 47' 01"  6945 88% 2495 96% Bronze (18.3 km/h  11.3 mph)
NEW PAUL 10h 01' 17"  7140 91% 1824 99% Bronze (18.0 km/h  11.1 mph)

(from 7885 riders)

2005 Tour De France Overall
The top 10 in the general classification of the 2005 Tour de France is:
1. Lance Armstrong (USA) DSC - 3,608.0km in 86h15’02" (41.654km/h)
2. Ivan Basso (Italy) CSC - at 4’40"
3. Jan Ullrich (Germany) TMO - at 6’21"
4. Francisco Mancebo (Spain) IBA - at 9’59"
5. Alexandre Vinokourov (Kazakstahn) TMO at 11’01"
6. Levi Leipheimer (USA) GST - at 11’21"
7. Mickael Rasmussen (Denmark) RAB - at 11’33"
8. Cadel Evans (Australia) DVL - at 11’55"
9. Floyd Landis (USA) PHO - at 12’44"
10. Oscar Pereiro Sio (Spain) PHO - 16’14" The descent of the Col d’Aubisque

Photo ©: Roberto Bettini/www.bettiniphoto.net

1 Oscar Pereiro Sio (Spa) Phonak 4h 38’ 40” (38.8 km/h  24.1mph)

2005 Tour De France  Stage 16 Tuesday July 19th Mourenx - Pau 180.5kms

27 Jan Ullrich (Ger) T-Mobile Team 4h 42’ 04” (38.4 km/h  23.8mph)
36 Lance Armstrong (USA) Discovery 4h 42’ 04” (38.4 km/h  23.8mph)
156 Laszlo Bodrogi (Hun) Credit Agricole 5h 00’ 03” (36.1 km/h  22.4mph)
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NEIL WRAGG

sprocket@highwycombecc.org
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LANCE: THE FINAL PRESS CONFERENCE

Having beaten all of his rivals on the bike for the seventh and final time at the Tour, Lance Armstrong faces
the press for the last time, revealing his thoughts on this year’s race and what’s in store for the future.

http://www.procycling.com

On his stage win:
It’s nice to finish a career on a high note, not just in terms of the stage but for the overall. There was no pressure to this
victory; it was something that I had within myself as a sportsman. I wanted to go out on top so that was the only incentive
and the only pressure.
On his plans for July 2006:
What will I do next July? I suppose I’ll be around the Tour a little bit, but my intention is not to remain a public figure for the
next few years. I need a period of quiet and peace and privacy. I suppose next July I will be within the team, bothering
Johan and begging for rides in the car, talking to him about the race and the tactics and about how our riders are doing.
I can promise you one thing, I will be parked in front of the TV, watching the Tour de France. I am a fan of cycling, but I think
that the 2006 Tour will be very interesting from a tactical standpoint, from a personal standpoint, it will be a very different
race and I want to see what happens.
On his decision to retire:
As a matter of fact I am more convinced [that I have made the right decision to stop] now than I have ever been. Absolutely
no regrets. I have had an unbelievable career; I have been blessed to ride for 14 years as a professional; I’ve been
blessed to win some big bike races before my illness and to win seven Tours after the illness; I’ve been blessed with
financial reward that I never thought was going to be possible, that makes my life and my children’s lives very comfortable
now — there’s no reason to continue, I don’t need more. It’s time for a new face, time for a new story. No regrets — I will
live vicariously through the others and the others might be our team, it might be a future champion like Ivan Basso, but I will
simply watch from afar.

On whether he could win and eighth Tour:
That wouldn’t be fair to say but what’s the classification? Four minutes and 40 seconds to second place. Nobody can tell
you what happens year after year. You turn 34, you turn 35, the others make a big step up and when your age catches
up you make a big step down. So next year, if I continued, could be the year that I lose by five minutes. But we’re never
going to know. It’s nice to win one with a big cushion and to say that you out with a good sporting performance, but it wouldn’t be fair to next year’s
winner, to say ‘You’re lucky I didn’t show up, you’re lucky I retired’. I’m not going to say that. Let’s just watch next year’s race and let the champion
be the champion and watch them start a new streak.

On his racing style in the 2005 Tour:
It’s true that I attack less, but if you look at the last few years I have attacked less. In 2003 I wasn’t able to attack. Last year, I got a lot of stage victories,
many of them were with other groups, and they were not really attacks. But it’s interesting that in this sport if you attack too much and win too many
stages, they say you’re being arrogant and hogging up all the victories — if you don’t win enough they stick a microphone in Johan’s face and say
‘He has no panache. He hasn’t won.’ Well what is it? I came with the intention to do one thing and that’s to win the overall, and if I got five times second
(in stages) that’s OK. The one event I was sure I wanted to win was the team time trial. I would have been a lot more disappointed with second place
there than with second place today. We got that and we got a stage victory today, but doesn’t give or take panache. Seven Tours gives or takes
panache. We can’t win when it comes to those debates, but the Tour is also about riding consistently and you see many riders who attack all the time
— Johan and I were sitting down one night and we said, ‘You know how many attacks it takes to win the Tour de France? One — one attack and two
good time trials — Tour finished.’ So we stuck with that and it worked.

On life after the Tour:
Come Monday morning, we’re going to wake up in Paris, and the kids, Sheryl and I
and a close group of friends and family are going to fly to the south of France and
enjoy ourselves for a week, and lay on the beach and drink wine and not ride a bike
and eat a lot of food and swim in the pool and splash around with my kids — and not
worry about a thing. This job is stressful and this event is stressful and hopefully
it will be a week’s preview of what my life might be like for the next 50 years, with
no stress.

On his rivals in the 2005 Tour:
I was always matched when it came to the mountains, and if you consider
Courchevel the first big test, finishing with three or four guys, that for me was a
tough day. The other days in the Alps there were no more uphill finishes; the rest of
the days in the Pyrenees I was matched by Ivan or Jan, so for me the pressure was
always on. There were no moments like in 2001 or 2002 when I rode away alone.
Ivan proved that he’s a great climber and perhaps the future of this race, at least for
the next few years.

On how he will now channel his energies:
I can’t promise that I won’t show up at a few cyclo-cross races and a few mountain
bike races, and a few triathlons and a few 10k runs. I’m an athlete — I’ve been an
athlete my entire life. I began running and swimming competitively when I was 12
years old. It’s not as if I’m going to sit around and be a fat slob now, I have to do
something. And with exercise it’s nice to set goals. Why couldn’t I take a couple of
years and say, let’s do a marathon and see how fast I can do it? I’m a competitive
person, but I don’t need to do it in a big-time sport, I don’t need to come back and do
the Ironman in two years — although I’ve thought about it….

Fantastic pics courtesy....
Dennis G Sackett 01189 402761
www.cyclingphotos.org.uk
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Tour By Numbers

26.8 — Lance’s average speed in miles per hour for the Tour’s 2,228 miles
(41.6 kph for 3,593 km)

83 — Yellow jerseys won by Lance, second only to Eddy Merckx’s 111
30 — Percent chance of Lance living in 1996 after he was diagnosed with testicular

 cancer that had spread to his abdomen, lungs and brain

Want to Win the Tour?

It’s simple. Lance commented on the strategy he and his Discovery Channel team director used
to capture a 7th consecutive victory:
“You see many riders who attack all the time. Johann and I were sitting down and said, you know
how many attacks it takes to win the Tour de France? One. One attack, and two good time
trials. We stuck with that, and it worked.”
Game plan: stage 1’s 19-km time trial; stage 10’s mountaintop finish at Courchevel; stage 20’s
55-km time trial.
Result: Lance finished 2nd, 2nd and 1st in those stages to take all the time he needed.

The Sprocket August Pin-Ups
A double header for you this month.  Two lovely ladies joined us

on a HWCC Sunday club run in July,
Fern Britten and Judy.



This Page has been left blank so those who meant to send us something to include in this months Sprocket but missed the
deadline or never got round to doing it at all, can add it themselves by hand while you are watching Big Brother at home.


